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Training Session for Task
Recognition
Lucjan Janowski and Mikołaj Leszczuk

Task Recognition Specificity
In many applications the video quality is not as important as
the ability to accomplish a specific task for which the video
was created. Typical examples are: surveillance systems; a
camera installed in a car helping to park; or a remote medical
consultation system. A general idea behind the quality tests
for task recognition is to find a threshold at which the task can
be achieved with a certain probability or accuracy. Therefore,
instead of the quality evaluation, the subjective experiment is
focused on a task performance measurement. For example, the
test might measure the probability that a license plate number
is accurately recognized, a car is parked correctly, or a correct
diagnosis is made. Therefore, the training session is focused
on clearly describing the task description and familiarizing a
subject with the test’s interface. One can think that explaining
a task is especially easy. A task can be described as simply as:
“Please type the license number,” “Please park a car,” or
“Please recognize if an organ is healthy,” following the
previous examples.
Problems of quality measurements for task-based video are
partially addressed in an ITU-T Recommendation (P.912,
“Subjective Video Quality Assessment Methods for
Recognition Tasks,” 2008) that mainly introduces basic
definitions, methods of testing and psycho-physical
experiments. Section 7.4 of ITU-T P.912 (“Instructions to
subjects and training session”) says that “The subject should
be given the context of the task before the video clip is played,
and told what they are looking for or trying to accomplish. If
questions are to be answered about the content of the video,
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the questions should be posed before the video is shown, so
that the viewer knows what the task is.” We followed such
simple training guidance, but still some problems were found.
Here we point to some errors we made running subjective task
recognition experiments. Possible solutions are proposed.

Examples
The first example is a license plate recognition task. The task
was: “Please write all characters which you are able to read in
the text box below” [1]. Analyzing results we found that this
description was not precise enough. Some subjects understood
that if a character is difficult to read it cannot be read, others
try hard to read all characters. As a consequence some subjects
recognized just the most obvious characters and others many
more of them. Of course, we cannot be sure if better training
would change the results much, since we are used to observe
different subjects engagement. Nevertheless, a clear training
session containing a video with difficult, but possible to read,
characters would make it clear for subjects that if they are not
sure they should still try their best. More details about errors
made by users in this and another recognition tasks
experiments can be found in [2].
The second example is an experiment in which goal was object
recognition. NTIA ITS performed the object recognition tests
with different groups and interfaces [4] [5]. The same
experiment was repeated by AGH [3]. For all those
experiments, a training session showed a short video with
each object and the object name. The experiments’ results
demonstrate that only one subject misunderstood the training
and marked a radio as a mobile phone. With a large number of
subjects (164 in total) a training session cannot be blamed.
Therefore for a simple object recognition experiment, a simple
training session seems to be enough.
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The third example is a subjective test of remote
ultrasonography conducted by project [6]. The task was to
recognize an organ and decide if there were any problems
with it. Since the quality of ultrasonography is strongly
dependent on the person who is conducting the examination,
the test had to be interactive. We explained why the provided
quality was low and where the system was to be used (remote
places with limited Internet access like Mali in Africa).
Nevertheless, in a typical examination, additional information
about a patient is available. In cases where there were
problems conducting the examination, many other ideas about
how to proceed in a real life situation were proposed by
doctors. It made the experiment very chaotic. We also noticed
that an examination cannot be too long and the tasks (what
should be investigated) cannot be very similar, or a doctor will
likely lose interest in the experiment. The training session has
to include a very clear and detailed explanation of the
experiment. The best would be to consult with a doctor to
frame the explanation. Also, we should be prepared to give
additional information as to why all scenarios had to be
conducted to obtain the results needed by the project or
algorithm development. Motivation is one of the most crucial
parts.
Each task recognition experiment is different. Even if a task
description looks easy, we advise that a small preliminary test
be run. Not only the results, but also interviews with the
subjects taking part in a preliminary test, help to prepare an
experiment description and training set that not only explains
what to do but also motivates the subjects to perform the task
correctly.
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